Jim Kelly
Martial Artist
and Co-Star of the
Bruce Lee Movie
Enter the Dragon
— A VINTAGE INTERVIEW —

by Lou Gaul

Originally published as “Beating a Path Toward Superstardom:
Jim Kelly Kicks His Way Into Your Heart — Whether You Like It or
Not” in the December 1975 issue of Fighting Stars magazine.
(Cover Photo by Ed Ikuta)
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Jim Kelly promo shot from later in his career.
Black Belt Photo

Cool cats Bob Wall and Jim Kelly,
who both appeared in Enter the
Dragon (1973) with Bruce Lee.
Black Belt Photo; originally
published in the May 1978
issue of Fighting Stars.

DISCLAIMER

BLACK BELT COMMUNICATIONS, an Active Interest Media Publication, as publisher, does not endorse and makes no representation, warranty or guarantee concerning the safety or effectiveness of
either the products and services advertised in this magazine or the martial arts or other techniques discussed or illustrated in this document. The publisher expressly disclaims any and all liability
relating to the manufacture, sale or use of such products and services and the application of the techniques discussed or illustrated in this document. The purchase or use of some of the products,
services or techniques advertised or discussed in this document may be illegal in some areas of the United States or other countries. Therefore, you should check federal, state, and local laws prior
to your purchase or use of these products, services or techniques. The publisher makes no representation or warranty concerning the legality of the purchase or use of these products, services
and techniques in the United States or elsewhere. Because of the nature of some of the products, services and techniques advertised or discussed in this document, you should consult a physician
before using these products or services or applying these techniques. Specific self-defense responses illustrated in this document may not be justified in any particular situation in view of all of the
circumstances or under applicable federal, state or local law. Neither Black Belt Communications nor the author makes any representation or warranty regarding the legality or appropriateness of
any technique mentioned or depicted in this document. You may be injured if you apply or train in the techniques illustrated in this document and neither Black Belt Communications nor the author
is responsible for any such injury that may result. It is essential that you consult a physician regarding whether or not to attempt any technique described in this document.
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Jim Kelly (right) gets his kicks in
Three the Hard Way (1974).
Black Belt Photo

Jim Kelly (center) in a
fight scene from Black
Belt Jones (1974).
Photo Courtesy of
Warner Bros. Inc.
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THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO MARTIAL ARTS MOVIES OF THE 1970S

by Dr. Craig D. Reid
Dive into the decade that brought martial arts cinema to the masses in this epic full-color book by Dr. Craig D. Reid,
one of America’s most respected martial arts film historians and critics! This dynamic guide launches into “martialogies” of 500-plus films loaded with action, weapons and warriors! Each entry is filled with humor and contains a concise plot summary, behind-the-scenes reel (and real) history, fight statistics, insights into martial arts choreography
and styles, and other surprising factoids about each title. The book includes a complete index listing more than 2,000
actors and movies by all their English variations, as well as an index for movies by country of origin.
288 pgs. (ISBN-13: 978-0-89750-192-7) Book Code 497 — NOW ONLY $4.99 SAVE 81%

BRUCE LEE’S FIGHTING
METHOD VOLUME 1: SELF-DEFENSE TECHNIQUES
by Bruce Lee and M. Uyehara
How to survive attacks on the street,
defenses against surprise attacks, armed and
unarmed assailants and one attacker or many
are among the topics covered.128 pgs.
(ISBN-13: 978-0-89750-050-0)
Book Code 402—NOW ONLY 99¢
SAVE 90%

BRUCE LEE’S FIGHTING METHOD
VOLUME 2: BASIC TRAINING
by Bruce Lee and M. Uyehara
The originator of jeet kune do covers the fighting
man’s exercise system, the on-guard position,
footwork, power training, speed training, the
nontelegraphic punch and training in awareness.
128 pgs. (ISBN-13: 978-0-89750-051-7)
Book Code 403—NOW ONLY 99¢
SAVE 90%

BRUCE LEE’S FIGHTING METHOD
VOLUME 3: SKILL IN TECHNIQUES
by Bruce Lee and M. Uyehara
The legendary Bruce Lee demonstrates simple,
effective methods for developing your martial arts
techniques in body movement, hand techniques, kicking and more! 128 pgs.
(ISBN: 978-0-89750-052-4)
Book Code 404—NOW ONLY 99¢
SAVE 90%

BRUCE LEE’S FIGHTING METHOD
VOLUME 4: ADVANCED
TECHNIQUES
by Bruce Lee and M. Uyehara
This book presents the advanced techniques.
Chapters include hand techniques, attacks
with kicks, counters and tactics. 128 pgs.
(ISBN: 978-0-89750-053-1)
Book Code 405—NOW ONLY 99¢
SAVE 90%

BRUCE LEE:
WISDOM FOR THE WAY
DEAR BRUCE LEE
by Ohara Publications Inc.
Read about how Bruce Lee’s life, his art and
his untimely death affected and influenced his
worldwide legion of fans. Learn about his art
jeet kune do through his personal replies to
letters he received in 1967. Illustrated with
photos of Lee. 96 pgs.
(ISBN-13: 978-0-89750-069-2)
Book Code 407—NOW ONLY $4.99
SAVE 69%

by Bruce Lee
Bruce Lee: Wisdom for the Way pulls from many
of Bruce Lee’s sources—quotes, pictures,
sketches—to create a visually comprehensive
reference of the master.
144 pgs. (ISBN: 978-0-89750-185-9)
Book Code 491—Retail $15.95

BLACK BELT: THE FIRST 100 ISSUES
Black Belt: The First 100 Issues (Covers and Highlights 1961-1972) celebrates the genesis of one
of the longest-running and most influential sports magazines ever in a large-format, softcover, color
coffee-table book. As a commemorative compilation of Black Belt magazine’s industry-defining material, it features the cover
art and content highlights of the first 100 issues. Cover photographs and illustrations include such martial arts luminaries
as Bruce Lee, Chuck Norris, Mas Oyama, Joe Lewis and Gene LeBell, as well as celebrity practitioners like Sean Connery and
Toshiro Mifune. 208 pgs. (ISBN-13: 978-0-89750-173-6) Book Code 499—NOW ONLY $4.99 SAVE 83%
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